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Against Clairvoyance: The Future of 21st Century Media 
 
21st century media designates media following its shift from a past-
directed recording platform to a data-driven anticipation of the 
future.  In my paper, I shall attempt to characterize the new form 
of governance rooted in contemporary ‘predictive analytics’ and the 
various systems, governmental but also commercial (eg, Facebook, 
Google), that comprise nodes of its operation.  I shall then explore 
the experiential challenges posed by this shift, and specifically by the capture of 
microtemporal sensibility by contemporary media industries.  Finally, drawing principally on 
the work of Whitehead and Lazzarato, I shall sketch the rudiments of a post-
phenomenological account of sensation that aims to restore unpredictability/creativity not 
against but on the basis of and within contemporary systems of predictive analytics. 
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